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Right-wing commentator and blogger Vivian Krause gave a keynote
address at the Vancouver Board of Trade on Tuesday, in which she
questioned the validity of climate change and condemned US funding of
Canadian environmental charities as part of a conspiracy against Canada’s
economic interests. The address was a ‘blind sponsor’ event, which meant
that the sponsor requested not to be publicly listed on the Board of Trade
website.
The last time the Board of Trade had an unlisted sponsor for a keynote
address was in January, when federal Treasury Board President Tony
Clement spoke about the Harper government’s budget policies. The
Vancouver Board of Trade declined to comment on the blind sponsorship
of the event.
Krause came to national attention in 2010 with a series of articles she
authored in the National Post and the Financial Post , in which she
suggested a hidden agenda behind private US funding of Canadian
environmental charities.
Her blog “Fair Questions” focuses primarily on defending Alberta’s tar
sands oil and the farmed salmon industries, and finding information to
support her theory of a US conspiracy to control the development of
Alberta’s oil sands to serve private American interests. She began her
research in 2006 while working on a BC government report.
Growing suspicion about Krause’s facts and funding
Although Krause claims to work from home “on [her] own nickel,”
columnists such as The Vancouver Courier´s Allen Garr have questions
about whether her research is truly independent from special interests.
In BC, Krause has become a polarizing figure in environmental circles for
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her public attacks on the David Suzuki Foundation. In a Financial Times
column called “Suzuki’s Funding,” she called the Foundation’s US-funded
Great Bear Rainforest campaign the “The Great Trade Barrier.”
Nationally, the former federal Conservative staffer's research spurred
an $8 million Senate inquiry into alleged tax code violations by Canadian
charities. So far, no charities have been found to have broken the law,
and sources say that responding to audits has distracted the charities
from their work.
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Vivian Krause explainer
CANADA Jenny Uechi
Vivian Krause, a resident of North Vancouver, British Columbia, is a controversial
Canadian blogger who has worked in public relations for the salmon farming industry.
She currently describes herself...

Allen Garr asks Vivian Krause where she gets her funding. The answer
may surprise you.
PUBLISHER'S PLATFORM Linda Solomon
Who pays Vivian Krause's bills? Vancouver Courier writer Allen Garr asked in a post
today. Pointing to Krause's attacks on the millions coming from U.S. Foundations ($300
million in a 10-year...

Senator Cowan demands accountability from Tory educational and
charitable organizations
POLITICS Alexis Stoymenoff
With enviro groups under fire, Senator James Cowan says the National Finance
Committee must also look into corporate lobbies and think-tanks like The Fraser
Institute.

“Charitable” Fraser Institute accepted $500k in foreign funding from Koch
oil billionaires
POLITICS Alexis Stoymenoff
In just four years, U.S. Tea Party architects the Koch brothers
poured half a million dollars into Canadian right-wing think tank, the
Fraser Institute.

Climate change stunner: USA leads world in CO2 cuts since 2006
CLIMATE SNAPSHOT Barry Saxifrage
Climate pollution per American has fallen to levels not seen for half a
century. What's going on?

U.S. Republican Koch oil billionaires help fund the Fraser Institute. Why
the Fraser Institute?
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POLITICS Jenny Uechi
Why are the Tea Party billionaires from the U.S. messing around in
Canada?

Voters Taking Action on Climate Change photo shoot tackles pipelines and
tankers
EARTH MATTERS Carrie Saxifrage
A huge crowd gathered for the photo shoot for an ad urging Premier
Clark to protect the BC coast.

Sun News host Ezra Levant recalls “wonderful” Koch foundation summer
POLITICS David P. Ball
One of Canada's most conservative commentators dodges funding
questions about Ethical Oil in a conversation with VO.

Enbridge oilsands pipeline protested outside Canadian Oil and Gas Export
Summit
SUSTAINABILITY Gisela Gómez
While inside the Four Seasons Hotel oil and gas industry experts
were discussing to export Canadian oil at the Summit, outside the
building around 40 people expressed opposition to the
construction...

Queen's Diamond Jubilee: perspectives from Canadian expatriates
WORLD Emily Barca
On her diamond jubilee, will Canadian expatriates in London be toasting the queen, or
are they not bothered by the whole affair?
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